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Slalom LCQ Round Two Exception Rule for 2023 

 

Due to time constraints based on potential entry numbers, we proposed a rule exception for this year only, 

which still provides two rounds of slalom for every slalom skier, while removing the 2 Rounds + Finals Format. 

 

g) Slalom (2019) 

(1) 2 Rounds Semi-Finals and 1 Round Finals 

(2) Slalom Finals Selection- 1st half from the best score and the 2nd half from the best 

average score. If odd number- then last in based on best average score. 
 

Number into Finals- Already A Rule- one half of the total skiers entered and paid, rounded up to next 

skier- max of 8 and min of 4. 

 

2023 Exception using a Last Chance Qualifier method, Slalom 
 

 1. Round One Slalom shall consist of all eligible skiers who are seeded according to    

  the current rules. The top finalists minus one, shall proceed to the Slalom Finals. If the event has  

  4 or few skiers then all skiers qualify for the finals and an LCQ is not held. 

  If more than 6 skiers are eligible for the finals then the top finalists of round one, minus two  

  skiers,  shall proceed to the Slalom Finals, and the two additional skiers will qualify from the  

  LCQ round. 

  For example if finals are comprised of 6 skiers per rule e. then the top 5 skiers    

  are qualified for the finals from round one and one finalist will qualify in the LCQ round.  

  If the finals are comprised of 7 skiers per rule e. then the top 5 skiers  are qualified for the  

  finals from round one and two additional skiers will qualify from the LCQ round. 

 2. Round Two Slalom (LCQ) shall consist only of those skiers from the round one    

  preliminary event who did not qualify for the slalom final round. The best slalom    

  score(s), from this round shall proceed to the finals as the last seeded skier(s) in the   

  finals. 

 3. Slalom Finals shall be seeded by Round One Slalom Scores followed by the LCQ    

  skier(s) seeded last. 

 4. Tie breaks per IWWF World Rules. 

 


